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0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the cyclically ordered sets have been intensively studied by V. Novák 
(see e.g. [2], [3]). For his purposes he had to introduce certain new concepts and 
prove some general statements concerning ternary relations because the general 
behaviour of ternary relations has not yet been described sufficiently in literature. 
The aim of this paper is not only to give a satisfatory description of such behaviour 
but even to put foundations for the study of relations in the general sense. Our 
considerations are based on extensions of the very well-known concepts concerning 
binary relations and of some aspects concerning ternary relations, to relations in the 
general sense. Therefore some results are analogous to the well-known ones of the 
theory of binary relations (see e.g. [4]) while others are generalizations of results 
presented in [2] andx[3]. Nonetheless, many new results are also to be found here. 
Let G, H be non-empty sets. By a relation in the general sense (brieflya relation) 
R we understand a set of mappings R ç GH. The sets G and H are called the carrier 
and the index set, respectively, of R. Throughout the paper, G and H denote non-
empty sets and N the set of all positive integers. If n eN and H == {l, 2, ..., n), 
then R Я GH is called an n-ary relation on G. The relations with well ordered index 
sets are studied in [5]. 
1. OPERATIONS WITH RELATIONS 
1.1. Definition. Let card H ^ 2 (card H ^ 3). Then a sequence of three (four) 
sets Ж — {KiYi^i is called a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of the set H if 
3(4) 
(і) ух* = я, 
(2) k ř n Kj = 0 for all iJ e {1, 2, 3} (iJ e {1, 2, 3, 4}, і Ф ; , 
( 3 ) 0 < c a r d i e = cardX 2 (0 < c a r d ^ = cardK 2 = cardK3) . 
1.2. Definition. Let c a r d # ^ 2 ( c a r d # ^ 3) and let Ж = {£,}?£? be a b-
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decomposition (ř-decomposition) of Я . The relation {feGH\f{K1)=f(K2)} is 
called diagonal with regard to Ж, and denoted by E#. 
1.3. Definition. Let R c GH be a relation with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and let 
X = [Kj-}?!4^ be a b-decomposition (ř-decomposition) ofH. Then we define the rela­
tion R^1 c GH by 
/ є R Í 1 o 3# є Я: / ( X J = flf(X2), f(K2) = 6f(Xi) , 
/ (K,) - flf(X,) for і = 3 (for і = 3, 4 ) . 
K^1 is called the inversion ofR with regard to Ж. 
1.4. Definition. Let R, S c G" be relations with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and 
let Ж = {X,-)fi4! be a Ь-decomposition (ř-decomposition) о ґ Я . Then we define the 
relation (RS)yr s GH by 
/ є (RS)* <^ 3# e K , 3^ є S: f(K,) = #(* i ) , Д К 2 ) = й(К2) , 
/ (X,) - g(Ki) = h(Kt) for i = 3 (for i = 3, 4 ) , #(К2) = h(K±) . 
(RS)tf is called the composition of R and S with regard to Ж. Further, we put 
R^. = R and Rn# 1 = {Rn^R)x for every n e N. Rnx is called the n-th power of R 
with regard to Ж. 
1.5. Remark. Let R, S s GH be relations with card Я ^ 3 and let Ж = { K j 4 = 1 
be a ř-decomposition of Я . Let Jf' = {K^}f=1 be the Ь-decomposition of Я defined 
by X- = Ki for i = 1, 2 and K3 = K3 u K4. Obviously, then 
(a) Еж - £*, , 
(b) Rtf1 Я Rtfì and (jRS)#- Є (RS)#> (and the inclusions can be replaced by 
equalities provided K4 = 0). 
1.6. Notation. Let с а ^ Я ^ 2 ( c a r d # ^ 3) and let Ж = {Kj}?£4) be a b-de-
composition (ř-decomposition) of Я . Then Ж* denotes the Ь-decomposition (ř-de­
composition) of Я defined by Jf* = {*?}?!4? where K* = K2, K% = JCb Xf = X, 
for i - 3 (for i - 3, 4). 
1.7. Lemma. Let R, S £ GH be relations with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and let Ж 
be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. Then 
(a) jf** - jf, 
(b) Еж = £x*, 
(c) i v^ = jR^*, 
(d) (ÄS)* = (SR) Jf*-
P r o o f i s obvious. 
1.8. Lemma. Let R, S, T, U £ GH be relations with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) 
and let Ж be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. Then 
(1) Еж = (Еж)ж = (Etf)#, 
(2) # c ( j ^ . ) ^ = (ЯЕ^)^ = (EtfR)xr, 
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(3) {RvS)^r1 = R**vS*1, 
(4)(RnS)^ s Ä ^ n S ^ 1 , 
(5) # c 5 = > ^ 1 s s;/5 
(6) ( ( R % Г Ѵ = (R{ST)x)^ 
(7) Я s S, T S 1/ =>(АГѴ £ (SU)*, 
(8) ((AS)jr)jr*' = (S^*#^ 1 )^ . 
Proof. The assertion follows directly from the definitions ofthe operations. For 
example, let us prove (6) and (8). Let Ж = {JKjfi#. 
(6) Let/e((jRS)jr T)jf be a mapping. Then there exist g є (RS)X and ft є T such 
t h a t / ( X 0 = g(Kuf(Kt) = h(K2)9f(Kt) - g(jK,) - ft(K,) for і - 3 (for і = 3,4), 
flf(X2) = A(Xi). As # e (RS)X, there exist p є R and g є S such that #(Xi) = p(Kx)9 
g(K2) = g(jK2), ff(K,) - p(x,) = e(X,) for i = 3 (for í = 3,4), p(K2) = ^ i ) . 
Thus, we have g(JCf) - ft(X,) for / - 3 (for i = 3, 4), #(K2) - ft(j<^). Let r є GH be 
a mapping fulfilling r(K,) = g(X,), r(X2) = fc(X2), r(Xf) - g(X,) for i - 3 (for 
i = 3, 4). Then r e (ST)* and we have f(Kx) = p(K,), f(K2) = r(K2), / (X,) = 
= p(Ki) = r(Ki) for І - 3 (for i = 3, 4), p(X2) = r(Xx). Therefore r e (R(ST)X^ 
and the inclusion ((RS)# Т)ж c (R(ST)^)#- is proved. The converse inclusion can 
be proved similarly. 
(8) Let fe((RS)x)*1. Then there exists ge(RS)# such that / ( X j - g(K2)9 
f(K2) = ff(Xj), f(K,) = #(iQ) for i - 3 (for z - 3, 4). As g e (RS)*, there exist 
fte# and peS suchthat ^ ) - ft(.&x), g(K2) - p(K2), $(X,) = h(K,) = p ( i Q 
for i = 3 (for i = 3, 4), ft(K2) = p(Xi). Let q9 r e GH be mappings suchthat q(Kt) = 
= ft(K2), î (K2) = fc(Ki), q(Kt) = h(Kt) for і - 3 (for i = 3, 4), and r(XA) = p(K2), 
r(K2) - i>(^i)> K^ / ) '= P(Kò f o r ' = 3 ( f o r * = 3, 4) Then 4 є R^1 , г є S#1 and 
we have f(Kt) = r(K,l f(K2) = e(X2) , / ( j Q = r(Xf) = q(K,) for i = 3 (for 
i = 3,4), r(K2) - q(Kj. Hence / e ( S ^ * A ^ % and the inclusion ((RS)*)#1 Я 
<= (Stf^Rtf1)*- holds. The converse inclusion can be proved similarly. 
1.9. Remark. Clearly, for binary relations the above defined operations — with 
regard to the b-decomposition Ж = {{l},{2},0} of the index set H = {1,2} — 
coincide with the very well-known operations (see e.g. [4]). However, the inclusions 
in (2) and (4) of 1.8 cannot in general be replaced by equalities. In other words, some 
properties of binary relations are not preserved for relations in the general sense. 
In the following paragraph we defme such relations (called regular) for which all 
properties ofbinary relations are preserved. 
1.10. Definition. Let R s GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж = {К^=1 
be a ^-decomposition ofH. Then we define the relation 1Rcť £ Gfí by 
fe XRX о Зд є R: f(K,) = g(K2), f(K2) = g(K3), 
f(K3) = g(K,), f(Kt) - g(K4). 
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Further, we put n + 1R# = 4"R*)x- for every neN. "R# is called the n-th cyclic 
transposition ofR with regard to Ж. 
1.11. Notation. Let card H ^ 3 and let Ж = {Ki}^s=1 be a ř-decomposition of # . 
Then *JT denotes the i-decomposition of H defined by *Ж = {*Kf}*=1 where 
*KX = K2, *K2 = K3, *i i3 = X b *K4 - K4 . 
1.12. Lemma. Let R è GH bč a relation with card Я ^ 3 and Jeř Jf be a t-
decomposition of H. Then 
(a) ***X - Ж, 
(b) 1KJf = *K*^, 
(c) Еж - 4 ivV, 
(d) R^ = (*-Rx)*jr, 
(e) (#<S)^ = iyR^ ^)**5f]jr-
Proof. The equalities ( a ) - (d ) are evident, (e) Let Ж = {Kjf=i and let / є 
6 * [ ( ^ S * ) , . * ] * . Then there exists ge{*R^S#)**# fuffillmg/(KO = 0(X3), 
f(K2) = flf(Xj, ДХз) = flf(Xa), / (X 4 ) = g{Kt). But 0 e ( 4 r ' S * W implies that 
there exist h є *jR^ and p e 1S# such that g(K3) = /i(i£3), #(i^i) = p(^i)> #(^j) А 
= h(Ki) = p(jK,) for i = 2,4, A(K0 = p{K3), because **KX = X3 , **K2 = X b 
**IC3 - K2 , **K4 - X 4 . Next, h e lRx and jp є ' S ^ imply that there exist q e R 
and r є S such that h(K±) = g(K2), Л(Х2) = д(К3), n(X3) = ^ ) , fc(X4) = q(K4) 
and p(JKx) = r(K2), p(K2) = r(X3), p(JK3) = r(Kx)9 p{K^) = r(#4) . Now we have 
/ ( K 0 = q(Kj, f(K2) = r(X2), / (K,) = q(Kt) = r ( jQ for i = 3, 4, g(X2) = r(Kx). 
This y ie lds /є (jRS)jr-. Hence *[(*Kjr*Sjr)**jr]*- £ (^S)^. The converse inclusion can 
be proved similarly. 
1.13. Lemma. Let R, S Я GH be relations with card H ^ 3 and let Ж be a t-
decomposition of H. Then 
(1) R S 3ЯЖ, 
(2) \R u S ) x = % , u lSx, 
(3) *(K n S)x £ ^ n *S*, 
(4) R s S => »Яж S *S*, 
(5) (#jr)ar — (^jr )лг-
Proof. It is easy to see that ( l) , (2), (3) and (4) are valid. (5) Let Ж = {К^=1 
and let fe(iR#)#1. Then there exists g e lRx such that f(Kt) = g{K2), f(K2) = 
= g(Ki), f(Kt) = ^(Kj) for ř = 3, 4. As # є ^ , there exists ft є R such that 
»(XO = h(K2), g(K2) = h{K3), g(K3) = h(K,), g(K4) = h(K4). Let p e G H be 
a mapping fulfilling p(Kj = ft(X2), p(K2) = h(Kt), p(K,) = h(K,) for i = 3, 4. 
Then p є i?^ 1 and we h a v e / ( X 0 = p(K3),f(K2) = K ^ i ) . / ( ^ a ) = t^2),f(KA) = 
= p(2C4). C o n s e q u e n t l y / e 2 ^ ^ 1 ) ^ and hence ( ' j R ^ V S ^ R ^ 1 ) ^ . The converse 
inclusion can be proved similarly. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF RELATIONS 
2.1. Definition. Let R <= GH be a relation with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and let 
jT = {jKj}?i4i be a ft-decomposition (ř-decomposition) of Я . Then jR is called 
(1) reflexive [areflexive] with regard to Ж if Еж e R [R n Еж = 0] , 
(2) symmetric [asymmetric, antisymmetric] with regard to Ж i fK^ 1 £ K [jRn 
n R^1 - 0, R n Ä^ 1 £ E * ] , 
(3) transitive [atransitive] with regard to Ж if R^ £ # [jRnJR^ = 0 for every 
neN, n Z 2], 
(4) complete with regard to Ж if / e G H , /(jK t) Ф/ (Х 2 ) (ДХХ) Ф/ (Х 2 ) Ф 
Ф Д ^ з ) * / ( ^ i ) ) => t n e r e exist a permutation <p of the set {l, 2} (of the set {1, 2, 3}) 
and a mapping g e R such that /(K f) == д(К<р(1)) for i = 1, 2 (for i = 1, 2, 3) and 
f(Ki) = fl(X,) for i = 3 (for i - 4), 
(5) regular with regard to Ж if / е Я } # є GH, ДК, ) = g{K^) for і = 1, 2, 3 
(for ř = l , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = > # e # . 
2.2 Remark. Let Д £ GH be a relation with c a r d # ^ 3 and let Ж = {К^}4=1 
be a ř-decomposition of Я . Let JT' be the b-decomposition of Я defined in the same 
way as in 1.5. Obviously, we then have 
(a) R is reflexive (areflexive) with regard to Ж iff R is reflexive (areflexive) with 
regard to Ж'. 
(b) If ,R is symmetric (asymmetric, antisymmetric, transitive, atransitive, regular) 
with regard to Ж', then R has the same property with regard to Ж [and vice-versa 
provided K4 = 0] . 
2.3. Lemma. Let R^ S Я GH be relations with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and 
let Ж be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. Then 
(a) Еж, Rtf1, (RS)# are regular with regard to Ж. 
(b) IfR is symmetric with regard to Ж, then R is regular with regard to Ж. 
Proof. The assertion (a) is evident. From 1.8 (2) and (5) we obtain that R#1 Я 
S R o R#1 = R. This fact and (a) yield (b). 
2.4. Lemma. Let R, S £ GH be relations with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and let Ж 
be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. If R is regular with regard to Ж, 
then 
(l) R = (R*%1 = (RE,)* = (E*R)*r, 
( 2 ) ( K n S ) ^ = i ^ n S ^ . 
Proof. The inclusions £ result from 1.8. Using regularity one can easily prove the 
converse ones. 
2.5. Remark. It follows from 2.4 that the regular relations are exactly those rela-
tions the operations with which have the same algebraic properties as the operations 
with binary relations. Thus, the theory of regular relations could be constructed 
analogously to the theory of binary relations. 
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2.6. Theorem. Let R, S Ç GH be relations with card H ^ 2 (card H >̂ 3) and 
let Ж be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. Then 
(a) If R, S are reflexive [regular] with regard to Ж, then R u S, R n S, JR -̂1, 
(RS)yf have the same property. 
(b) If jR, S are areflexive [symmetric] with regard to Ж, then R u S, R n S, 
Rtf have the same property. 
(c) IfR, S are transitive with regard to Ж, then R n S and R#l have the same 
property. 
(d) If jR is asymmetric [antisymmetric, atransitive[ with regard to Ж, then 
R n S and Rtf1 have the same property. 
(e) / / R is complete with regard to Ж, then R u S and R^1 have the same 
property. 
Proof. The assertions ( a ) - (d ) follow from 1.8, 2.3, 2.4, and (e) is evident. 
2.7. Theorem. Let R, S £ GH be relations with card H ^ 2 (card H ^ 3) and let 
Ж be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) ofH. IfR, S are symmetric with regard 
to Ж, then (RS)tf is symmetric with regard to Ж ijf (RS)#- = (SR)^. 
Proof. The statement results from 1.8. 
2.8. Lemma. Let R ^ GH be a relation with card H ^ 2 (card H ^ 3) and let Ж 
be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. If R has any one of the properties 
defined in 2.1 with regard to Ж, then R has the same property with regard to Ж*. 
Proof. For completeness and regularity the assertion is obvious, and for the other 
properties it follows from 1.7. 
2.9. Definition. Let R <= GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж = {К^=1 
be a ř-decomposition of H. Then jR is called 
(1) cyclic (acylic, anticyclic) with regard to Ж if 1R%- ^ R (R n íR3ť = 0, 
fe R n iRx =>f(K,) = f(K2) = f(K3)). 
(2) strongly symmetric (strongly asymmetric, strongly antisymmetric) with 
regard to Ж iffor any permutation (any odd premutation) q> ofthe set {1, 2, 3} and 
any mapping fe GH for which there exists a mapping g e R such that f(Ki) = 
= g(K9ii)) for i = 1, 2, 3 and / (K 4 ) = g(K4), we h a v e / є R (f4RJeR ^f(K,) = 
= f(K2)~f(K3)). 
2.10. Remark, a) Consequently, R is cyclic (acyclic, anticyclic) with regard to Ж 
ifffor any even permutation q> ofthe set {l, 2, 3} and any mapping /є GH for which 
there exists a mapping g e R such t h a t / ( i ^ ) = #(^>(o) for » = U 2> 3 and/(iC4) = 
g(K4) we have/єЯ {f$RJeR^f(K,) =f(K2)=f(K3)). 
b) Clearly, if R is cyclic with regard to Ж, then R is strongly antisymmetric with 
regard to Ж ifffor any any odd permutation ç ofthe set {1, 2, 3} and any mapping 
fe GH for which there exists a mapping g e R such that f{K^) = g(K^) for i = 
- 1, 2, 3 and / ( iQ) = g(K4)9 we h a v e / є Д =*f(Kj - f(K2). 
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2.11. Lemma. Let R Я GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж be a t~ 
decomposition of H. Then 
(a) 1Ruť is regular with regard to Ж. 
(b) If R is cyclic or strongly symmetric with regard to Ж, then R is regular 
with regard to Ж. 
Proof. The assertion (a) is clear. By 1.13 (l) and (4) we have 1RJir £ R o iRx = 
= R. This fact together with (a) implies the assertion (b) for cyclicity. For strong 
symmetry it is obvious. 
2.12. Lemma. Let R я GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж be a t~ 
decomposition ofH. IfR is regular with regard to Ж, then 
(1) R = 3R*, 
(2) '(Я n S)x = *R,r n *S*. 
Proof. The inclusions £ follow from 1.13. Using the regularity of R one can 
easily prove the converse ones. 
2.13. Remark. Let us note that by virtue of 2.11 and 2.12 we have 1RX =
 4R>3r 
foreach relation R £ GH with card H ^ 3 and each ř-decomposition Ж of # . 
2.14. Theorem. Let R Я GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж be a t~ 
decomposition of H. Then 
(1) jR is strongly symmetric with regard to Ж iffit is both symmetric and cyclic 
with regard to Ж. 
(2) / / JR is cyclic with regard to Ж, then R is strongly asymmetric (strongly 
antisymmetric) with regard to Ж iff it is asymmetric (antisymmetri) with regard 
to Ж. 
Proof. Let Ж = {Ki}f=zí. (1) I. Let jR be strongly symmetric with regard to Ж. 
Then jR is obviously symmetric with regard to Ж. Let fe 1RX and let cp be the 
permutation of the set {1,2,3} defined by ф(і) = 2, cp(2) = 3, cp(3) = 1. Then 
there exists a mapping g e R with/(X,) = g(K^^) for i = 1, 2, 3 and/(iC4) = g(K4), 
Hence , / e R and we have 1R^ Я JR, i.e. JR is cyclic with regard to Ж. 
II. Let R be symmetric and cyclic with regard to Ж. Let cp be a permutation of 
the set {1, 2, 3} and let fe GH, g є Ĵ  be mappings such that f(K() = g(K^) for 
i = 1, 2, 3 and/(iC4) = g(K4). If cp is even, t h e n / e K . Let cp be odd and let ф be the 
oddpermutation of the set {l, 2, 3} defined by ф(і) = 2, ф(2) - 1, ф(3) = 3. Then 
there exists an even permutation % of {1,2,3} such that cp = %ф. Let h,peG** 
be mappings such that h(K^) == g(Kx{i)) and p(Xf) = h(K^i}) for i = 1, 2, 3, ft(K4) = 
= #(J£4) = p(K4). Then ft є JR because K is cyclic with regard to Ж, and hence 
p є R because R is symmetric with regard to Ж. Now we have p(Kf) = д(КхіФ(Оі) = 
= g(K^ty) =f(Kt) for i = 1,2,3 and p(K^) =f(K4). By 2.3, R is regular with 
regard to Ж, and t h u s / e R. Therefore R is strongly asymmetric with regard to Ж. 
(2) Let JR be cyclic with regard to Ж, I. If R is strongly asymmetric (strongly 
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antisymmetric) with regard to Jf, then it is obviously asymmetric (antisymmetric) 
with regard to Ж. 
II. Let R be asymmetric (antisymmetric) with regard to Ж. The proof ofthe strong 
asymmetry (strong antisymmetry) of R with regard to Ж is similar to part (1), II. 
{For the strong antisymmetry see also 2.10.b)). 
2.15. Theorem. Let R, S £ GH be relations with card H ^ 3 and let Ж be a t-
decomposition ofH. Then 
(a) / / R, S are cyclic (strongly symmetric) with regard to Ж, then R u S, 
R n S, Rtf1, 1R$r have the same property. 
(b) / / R is acyclic (strongly asymmetric, strongly antisymmetric) with regard 
to Ж, then R n S, jR^1, 1Ryir have the same property. 
(c) IfR is complete with regard to Ж, then 1R:ť has the same property. 
Proof. The assertion (a) is evident, (b) If R is acyclic (strongly asymmetric, 
strongly antisymmetric) with regard to Ж, then clearly JR: n S has the same property. 
Let R be acyclic with regard to Ж. Then by 1.13, 2.4 and 2.12 we have *(R#1)* n 
n R? = >(R^% n *(R^% = \Ri% n \\R^)^ = \R-^ n >(*x%ix = 
= *[R*X*Rjr)**]x = ^ ( Ä n *R#)x1]* = 0. Hence R#1 is acyclic with regard 
to Ж. By 2.12 (2), 2Rjr n lR# = \XR^ n R)# = 0 and therefore 1R3t is acyclic 
with regard to Ж. 
Let J f = {Ki]t=i and let R be strongly asymmetric with regard to Ж. Suppose 
that R^1 does not have the same property. Then there exist an odd permutation ç 
ofthe set {1, 2, 3} and mappings/, g є R^1 such that/(iC,) = d(K<p(i)) for i = 1, 2, 3 
and /( i^4) = g(K4). Thus, there exist h, p є # such that for the odd permutation ф 
ofthe set {1, 2, 3} defined by ^( l ) - 2, ^(2) = 1, y(3) - 3 we have/(K-) = h(KHi)) 
and flf(K,) = p ( ^ ( o ) for i = 1, 2, 3, f(K4) = h(K4) and g(K4) = p(K4). Now we 
have h(Ki) = /(Кф-Чі)) = # ( ^ > - i ( o i ) = K^*{rf*-403>)- H o w e v e r > this is a contra­
diction with the strong asymmetry of JR, because фсф'1 is an odd permutation. 
Therefore J ^ 1 is strongly asymmetric with regard to Ж. Analogously we can prove 
that also XR^ is strongly asymmetric with regard to Ж. As for the strong antisym­
metry the proof is similar. The assertion (c) is obvious. 
2.16. Theorem. Let R £ GH be a relation with c a r d # ^ 3 and let Ж be a t-
decomposition ofH. Then 
(!) If R is complete or regular or has any one of the properties defined in 2.9 
with regard to Ж, then R has the same property with regard to *Ж. 
(2) Let R be cyclic with regard to Ж. If R has any one of the properties defined 
in 2.1 with regard to Ж, then R has the same property with regard to *Ж. 
P r o o f. (l) For completeness and regularity the assertion is obvious. For cyclicity, 
acyclicity and anticyclicity it results from 1.12(b), and for the strong symmetry 
from 2.14 (1) and 1.12 (d). Let Ж = {Xj f - i and let R be strongly asymmetric with 
regard to Ж. Let ф be the even permutation ofthe set {1, 2, 3} defined by ^( l ) = 2 
*A(2) = 3, ф(3) = 1. Then for *Ж = {*Ki)Ui we have *Kt = Km for i = 1, 2, 3-
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Let q> be an odd permutation of {1, 2, 3} and l e t / є GH, g є R be mappings such that 
/ ( * j Q = g(*K9i0) for i = 1, 2, 3 and / (*iQ) = $(*K4). Then we have /(X,) = 
= /(*КФ-Ч») = 9(*КчЫ-Чі)а = ^(^{^-4i)]}) a n d Д К * ) = 0(K4). Since ^ c > ^ i 
is an odd permutation, we h a v e / ^ JR. Therefore R is strongly asymmetriç with regard 
to *JT. For the strong antisymmetry the proof is similar. 
(2) Let jR be cyclic with regard to Ж. If R is reflexive with regard to Ж, then 1.12 (c) 
yields 2(Еж)уГ = 3(Е*Ж)Ж. By (1) £*•<£• is regular with regard to Ж and therefore 
Ъ(Е*Ж)Ж = L V according to 2.12(1). Now we have Е*ж = 2 (£ j r ) j r £ 2 ^ ^ £ Я 
and thus R is reflexive with regard to Ж. 
Let Я be areflexive with regard to Ж. By 1.12 (c) and 2.12 (2) we have Ex n R = 
= ^JS*jr)jr п/Ддг = *(JS*jf n Д) ж = 0. But then Е*ж n R = 0 and jR is reflexive 
with regard to Jf. 
According to 1.12 (d) we have R#1 = R7# and hence the assertion is valid for 
symmetry, asymmetry and antisymmetry. 
Let R be transitiVe with regard to Ж. From 1.12 (e) it follows that R# = 2(^*ъг)зг» 
Since Rl*x is regular with regard to Ж by 2.3 and (1), we have 1(R#)Jr = 2{Ri*x)yt = 
= R:*x- according to 2.12. Further, JR^ Ç jR implies that 1(RX)# S *#*- = Я by 
1.13(4). Thus #J*^ c jR and therefore R is transitive with regard to **Ж. Con­
sequently, as R is cyclic with regard to **Jf by 1.12 (b), R is transitive with regard 
to ****jf - *Jf. 
Let Я be atransitive with regard to Ж. Then 1.12 (e) and 2.12 (2) yield Rl# n Я = 
= 2(i^2r)jf n 2 # ^ = 2 ( і ^ n jR)^ = 0. Hence .R is atransitive with regard to *Ж, 
As for completeness and regularity, the assertion follows from (l). The proof is 
complete. 
3. HULLS OF RELATIONS 
Analogously to [2] 1.6 we define: 
3.1. Definition. Let R s GH be a relation with card Я ^ 2 (card Я § 3) and let Ж 
be a b-decomposition (ř-decomposition) of Я . Let (p) be any one of the properties 
with regard to Ж defined in 2.1. A relation Q Я GH is called the (p)-hu// of R with 
regard to Ж, if 
(1) R £ Q, 
(2) Q has the property (jp), 
(3) if S Я GH is any relation having the property (p) and such that jR Ç S, then 
Q s . S . 
Let £ £ GH be a relation with card Я ^ 3 and let Ж be a i-decomposition of Я . 
Let (p) be any one of the properties with regard to Ж defined in 2.9. Arelation 
Q я GH is called the (p)-huIi o/ K wiift regard to Ж if (l), (2), (3) hold. 
3.2. Remark. Thus, jR has the property (p)with regard to Ж iffthere exists the 
(jp)-hull Q of R with regard to Ж and R = Q. 
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3.3 Theorem. Let R s GH be a relation with card H ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and Jef Ж 
he a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of H. Then the following relations exist: 
(1) the reflexive hull of R with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R(£ we have 
R<$ = Я u Еж, 
(2) the symmetric hull of R with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R$ we have 
R$ = R'/ u {R*%\ 
(3) the transitive hull of R with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R$ we have 
00 
R$ = U R*, 
я = 1 
(4) the regular hull ofR with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R($ we have R$ = 
= (R*r )jr • 
Proof. As for (1) the statement is obvious. (2) Put ß = R#1 u (Я^ 1 )^ 1 . By 
1.8(2) we have R ç ß . Further, by 1.8(3), 2.3(a) and 2.4(l) we have ß ^ 1 = 
= ( Я ^ 1 u [(R^%1]^ = {Rx%1 u Я^ 1 = ß . Thus, ß is symmetric with 
regard to Ж. Let S' £ GH be a relation which is symmetric with regard to Ж and 
such that R c 5. Then, according to 1.5 (5), ß = Я ^ 1 u (Я^ 1 )^ 1 Ç S^1 u 
u (Stf1)^-1 = S. Therefore ß is the symmetric hull of Я with regard to X . 
00 
(3) Let Ж = {Ki]%4 and put ß = U Rx. Clearly, Я £ ß . L e t / є Ç& be a map-
n=i 
ping. Then there exist g, h є ß such that f(Kt) = gf^j), / (K 2 ) - ft(X2), / (X,) = 
= of(Kř) = ft(X,) for і = 3 (for і = 3, 4), #(X2) = h(Kj. From #, й є ß it follows 
that there exist numbers m,neN such that geR^, heR#. Consequently, fe 
OD 
є (R*R*)jr = # £ + " S U ^ = ß . Hence ßJ- c ß , i.e. ß is transitive with regard 
n = l 
to Ж. Let S £ GH be a mapping which is transitive with regard to Ж and such that 
Я £ 5. Then we can easily prove by induction that R# ç $ for any n e iV, Therefore 
ß ç S and thus ß is the transitive hull of Я with regard to *2f. 
As for (4), the statement results from 1.8 (2) and (5), 2.3 (a) and 2.4 (l). 
3.4. Remark. Let Я £ GH be a relation with c a r d # <> 3 and let J f = {£2}i=i 
be a i-decomposition of Я . Let Ж' be the b-decomposition of Я defined in the same 
way as in 1.5. Then (see 2.2) 
(a) R$ = R% 
(b) R<$ £ R%\9 R$> с Я ^ , Я ^ s я^ ї (and the inclusions can be replaced by 
equalities provided X 4 = 0). 
3.5. Theorem. Let R £ GH be a relation with card Я ^ 2 (card Я ^ 3) and let Ж 
be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) of Я . Then 
(a) If Я z5 symmetric [antisymmetric, complete, regular, both transitive and 
regular] with regard to Ж, then R$ has the same property. 
(b) If R is reflexive [areflexive, complete, regular] with regard to Ж, then R$ 
has the same property. 
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(c) / / R is reflexive [symmetric, complete, regular] with regard to X, then R$ 
has the same property. 
(d) / / R has any one of the properties defined in 2.1, then then R(jp has the same 
property. 
Proof. The proofs of all assertions contained in 3.5 are very easy because of the 
previous results. We present only three ofthem. Let X = {K^]^l. 
1. Let jR be both transitive and regular with regard to X. Clearly, then R($ is 
regular with regard to X. Let /e( jR^)J- . Then there exist g,heR^ such that 
f(K,) = g(K,), f(K2) = h(K2), f(Ki) = g(Kt) = h(Kt) for i = 3 (for i = 3, 4) and 
g(K2) = h(K^. By 3.3 (1), g, h є R u Еж. Since R and Еж are transitive with regard 
to X, we have g, h e R =>fe R £ R<$ and g, h e Еж =>fe Еж ç R$. If g є R, 
h є Еж, thenf(Ki) - g(Ki) for і = 1, 2, 3 (for і = 1, 2, 3, 4) and h e n c e / є Я s K$?. 
Similarly, if fe є R, g e Еж\ then /(K,) = fc(K,) for i = 1, 2, 3 (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
and thus feR £*RX\ Therefore (A^)J- £ Д £ \ i.e., JR$ is transitive with regard 
to X. 
2. Let R be symmetric with regard to X. Then 1.8 (6) and 2.7 imply that R# is 
symmetric with regard to X for every n eN. Now, 3.3 (3) and 2.6 (b) imply that 
R($ is symmetric with regard to X. 
3. Let R be transitive with regard to X and l e t / є (R$)#. There exist g, h є R(jp 
such that / ( K 0 - $(K0> Д Х 2 ) = й(К2), f(Ki) = flf(K,) = fc(X,) for і = 3 (for 
і = 3, 4) and #(K2) = A(JCi). By 3.3 (4) there exist p, q є R such that #(X;) = p(Ki) 
and e(jK|) = h(Ki) for i = l,*2, 3 (for i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Hence / є R2X s R s Kj>. 
Thus, we have (&^)J- £ # ^ \ i.e. 2 ^ } is transitive with regard to X. 
3.6. Corollary. Let R £ GH be a relation with card H ^ 2 (card ii ^ 3) arcd 
/čř Jf be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) ofH. Then 
(a) (*S>)g> = (*<?)<?, ( W - (A^)r>, (*<?)<? = ( ^ ) ? , 
(A5r>)Sp « (A<p)S?, ( я » s (*да, .(к<л? s ( W -
(b) J/jR řs re#wJar w/řft re#ard řo Jf, ífcen (A$r)S? = (#^)i>r-
Proof. Since JR c K $ , . w e have A<J? s ( R ? ) ? , and consequently (Kg>)g> £ 
c [(A^)Sp]5?. But by 3.5, (R$y$- is symmetric with regard to X, and hence 
[(Air)5r]Sr = (R*r)x- T h u s (АЙ5г ~ (&*№• Similarly we can provethe converse 
inclusion as well as the other inclusions. 
3.7. Example. Here we give an example showing that none of the two inclusions 
in 3.6 can be replaced byequality. Let G = {a, b} and let us be given the 4-ary 
relation R = {(a,b,a,a)]on G. Consider the ft-decomposition JT = {{l,2}, 
{3, 4}, 0} of the index set H = {l, 2, 3, 4}. As R is transitive with regard to X, we 
have jRg? = R. 
Clearly, (fo, a, ft, a) є R^ and since (a, ft, a, a) e R$, we have (ft, a, a, a) є (R(^)^\ 
But (ft, a, a, a) # *J> = (*£>)£>. Hence (*<?)£> ф (K<?)<?. 
Similarly, (a, a, a, ft) є B$ and since (a, ft, a, a) є к £ \ we have (a, a, a, a) є 
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є (R$p. But (a, a, a, a) £ A<? = M and thus (Я§>)<? ф (R<p)<f>. Moreover, 
we have 
3.8. Corollary. Let R c GH be a relation with card Я ^ 2 (card Я <> 3) and /eř J f 
be a b-decomposition (t-decomposition) ofH. Then (R$)$> = [ ( # ^ ^ ] $ r > (^jr)jr = 
= РЖ 
Proof. The inclusion (Ä$?)S? <= [(Ag>)Sr>]S?- is clear. By 3.6 we have (R$)g £ 
S (£<?)£> a n d consequently [ (K^)#]J? £ fe?)*- T h u s t h e equality is valid. The 
second equality can be proved analogously. 
3.9. Theorem. Let R Я GH be a relation with card Я ^ 3 and let Ж be a t-
decomposition ofH. Then thefollowing relations exist: 
(1) the cyclic hull of R with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R$ we have 
R$ = V"R*, 
n=i 
(2) the strongly symmetric hull of R with regard to Ж, and denoting it by R$ 
we have Rf = (R$)<#. 
3 
Proof. (1) Put Q = U*#^- By 1.13(1) we have R <= Q. Further, 1.13(2) and 
4 и = 1 3 
2.13 yield * 6 ^ = U "Rjr = U п&ж = ß- L e t S £ GH be a relation which is cyclic 
n = 2 n = l 3 
with regard to Ж and such that R Я S. Then, according to 1.13 (4), Q = U nR* £ 
3 л = 1 
£ U "Sjf = 5. Therefore g is the cyclic hull of R with regard to Ж. 
n = l 
(2) Clearly, R s (R$yp. If # is symmetric with regard to Jf, then by 1.8 (3), 
1.13(4), (5) and 2.13 we have [ U ^ 1 = ( 4 r ) * M * * * ) * M 3 * * ) * 1 = 
« * ( A * % u %R*% u 6 ( i ^ % S 2 ^ u 4 i*x u 6 ^ = 2 * * u ' K * u 3 i ^ = 
3 3 
== U "Rtf, and hence U "&x is symmetric with regard to Ж. Therefore ( i ^ ) ^ = 
n = l л = 1 
3 
= U "(^k i s symmetric with regard to Ж. Thus, by 2.14 (l), (R$fJ? is strongly 
n = l 
symmetric with regard to Ж. Let S s GH be a relation which is strongly symmetric 
with regard to j f and such that R s 5. Then, clearly, (R$)$ £ '(S#)Sr- But 2.14 (l) 
implies ( S $ ) $ = S. Consequently, (R$>)<$ £ S. We have proved that (jRgOSr i s t h e 
strongly symmetric hull of Я with regard to Ж. 
3.10. Remark. Of course, we have R($ (R$) = {/ є GH|there exist a permutation 
(even permutation) ф of the set {l, 2, 3} and a mapping # є R such that /(JS^) = 
= 0(* , ( l ) ) for i - 1, 2, 3 and / (K 4 ) = #(iQ)}. 
3.11. Theorem. Leř jR c GH be a relation with card Я >̂ 3 and Jeř J f be a i-
decomposition of H. Then 
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(a) IfR is cyclic [strongly symmetric) with regard to X, then R$ has the same 
property. 
(b) If R has any one of the properties defined in 2.9, then R$ has the same 
property. 
(c) IfR is reflexive (symmetric, complete, regular, strongly symmetric, strongly 
asymmetric, strongly antisymmetric) with regard to Ж, then R$ has the same 
property. 
(d) / / R is reflexive (symmetric, complete, regular, cyclic) with regard to X, 
then R*$ has the same property. 
Proof, (a) Let R be cyclic with regard to X. Then, by virtue of 2.11, R is regular 
with regard,to X, and hence (R#1)^-1 = R by 2.4. Now, using 1.13, 1.8 and 3.3, 
we have 2(R$)x = 2[R u R^]x = 2R* u *(R*% = 2R* u ( 3 . R ^ Я R u 
u R-/ = R$. Thus \R$)X = *(R*$)* S \B$)x £ R<$. Consequently, R$ is 
cyclic with regard to X. 
If R is strongly symmetric with regard to X, then it is symmetric with regard to X, 
and thus jR^} = R. Therefore R$ is strongly symmetric with regard to X. 
The assertion (b) is obvious. 
(c) As for reflexivity, completeness and regularity, the assertion is clear. As for 
the strong symmetry, it follows from 2.14(l). In the proof of 3.9 it is shown that 
ifjRis symmetric with regard to X, then R$ has also this property. 
Let X = {Ki}*=í and let jR be strongly asymmetric with regard to X. Suppose 
that R(jp is not asymmetric with regard to X. Then there exist mappings / , g є R$ 
such that f(Kt) = g(K^) for i = 1, 2, 3 and f(K4) = g(K4) where ^ i s the odd 
permutation of the set {1, 2, 3} defined by q)(l) = 2, c(2) = 1, c>(3) = 3. As / , g e 
e R$, by 3.10 there exist even permutations ф, % of {l, 2, 3} and mappings h, p є R 
such that f(Ki) = h(KHi)) and g(Kt) = p(Kx(i)) for i = 1, 2, 3, f(K4) = h(K4) and 
g(K4) = p(X4). Now we have h(Kt) = / ( ^ - i ( 0 ) - flf(*rt,.i(l)]) = jKx*(tf*-*(0]}) 
for i = 1, 2, 3 and h(K4) = p(i£4). Since ф is odd, the composition ХФФ1 *s °dd, 
too. However, this contradicts the strong asymmetry of R. ThereforeK is asymmetric 
with regard to X, and by 2.11 (2) it is strongly asymmetric with regard to X. For the 
strong antisymmetry the proof is analogous. 
The assertion (d) results from (a), (c), 3.5 (b) and 3.9. 
3.12. Corollary. Let R c GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let X be a U 
decomposition of H. Then 
(a) (R# )£ c (R^ )£ 5 (R£ )£ = (R£ )£ 9 (Rtf)$r = (R$r )# , 
(b) (R$p £ (R$p, (R<$p = (A<r>)Sr>, ( K W = {R$P, 
(c) (2#>$> = (R$p. 
Proof. The statement follows from 3.11 analogously as 3.7 follows from 3.5. 
3.13. Example. It is very easy to find an example showing that noneof the two 
inclusions in 3.12 can be replaced by the equality: Let G = {a, b) and let us be given. 
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the ternary relation jR = {(a, a, a)} on G, Let us consider the ř-decomposition 
Ж - {{1}, {2}, {3}, 0} of the index set H = {1, 2, 3}. Then R is cyclic with regard 
to Ж and hence R$-R. Clearly (a,a,b)eR$ and consequently (a,b,a)e 
e(R%p. But {a,b,a)$Ry = (Rf)f. Therefore (*£>)£>$(*<?)£>. Further, 
since (Ryr)x? — О&Уэг clearly holds and since R is strongly symmetric with regard 
io Ж, i.e. R$> = R, we have (R$)%> $ ( ^ ) x - Nevertheless, we have 
3.14. Coroliaty. Let R £ GH be a relation with card Я ^ 3 and let Ж be a i-
decompositionofH. Then [ f f l ? = (*<?)£>, р Э Д ? = (А<?)<?>. 
P roof is analogous to that of 3.8. 
4. PROJECTIONS OF RELATIONS 
4.1. Defimtion. Let K s GH be a relation with card H ^ 3 and let Ж = { j f J , t , i 
be a f-decomposition of H. Let X £ G be a subset fulfilling 0 < card X ^ card iC3. 
Then we define the relation Rx,x £ Q
H~K^ a s follows: 
ї є К х , ^ 3 / б К : / ( К 3 ) я ї , f(Kt) = g(Ki) for i - l , 2 , 4 . 
K*,jr is called the X-projection of R with regard to Ж. 
4.2* Remark. We introduce the concept "X-projection of a relation" being moti­
vated by [3] 1.9 where a binary relation is assigned to each ternary relation and each 
element of its carrier. However, only for ternary relations which are cyclic (with 
regard to Ж = {{l},{2},{3},0}) this assignment coincides with the X-projection 
with regard to Ж. 
4.3. Notation. Let H be a set with c a r d # ^ 3 and let Ж = {Ki}fssí be a i-
decomposition of H. Then Ж denotes the b-decomposition of the set H — K3 
defined by Ж = {%i)Ui where Kt - Xž for i = 1, 2 and jg3 = K4. 
4.4. Lemma. Let R, S £ G1* òe relations with card Я ^ 3 яи^ let Ж be a t-
decomposition of H. Let X £ G be a subset fulfilling 0 < cardX ^ cardi£3 . 
Then 
(1) (^jr)x,jr = £jo 
(2) (^зг )x,jr = (Rx,tf)%- ' 
(3) (Ä u S)XtSr = #x>:>r u S x > ^ , 
(4) i/ jR or S i s regular with regard to Ж, then (R n S)x>Jf == RXtx n 5X^-, 
w) L(^^W_b,#- ^ (^,3rSjr,jr)ir-9 
(6) i/Ä cS,thenRx,*^Sx,jr. 
Proof. The statement follows directly from the definitions. For example, let us 
prove (4). So, let Ж = {Ki]*=x and suppose that R is regular with regard to Ж. 
The inclusion {R n S ) x ^ Є &х,ж n Sx,#- is clear. L e t / є Rx,jr n SX)^. Then there 
exist mappings # є K and fr є S such that g(K3) = h(K3) = X, g(Ki) = h(Ki) = 
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= f(Ki) for і = 1, 2, 4. Hence, by the definition 2.1 (5), we have h є Я. Thus h є 
є jR n S and therefore/є (R n Б)хж. 
Obviously, the assumption of regularity cannot be omitted in (4). 
4.5. Theorem. Let R <= GH be a relation with c a r d # ^ 3 and let Ж bea ť 
decomposition of H. Let X я G be a subset fulfilling 0 < cardX ^ cardiC3. 
Then 
(a) Rx,x is regular with regard to Ж. 
(b) IfR has any one of the properties with regard to Ж, defined in 2.1 except 
completeness, then Rx,œ has the same property, however, with regard to 3t. 
Proof. The assertion (a) is obvious and (b) follows from 4.4. 
4.6. Lemma. Let R £ GH be a relation with саічіЯ ^ 3 and let Ж = {Ki}^==1 
be a t-decomposition of H. Let R be cyclic and complete with regard to Ж. Let 
fe GH bea mapping such thatf(K^ Ф f(K2) Ф f(K3) Ф f(Kt). Thenje R u R#1. 
P r o o f As R is complete with regard to Ж, there exist a permutation ç of the set 
{1, 2, 3} and a mapping g e R such that / (K,) = g(K^) for i = 1, 2, 3 and/(iC4) = 
= 9(K4). If 9 is even, t h e n / є R because R is cyclic with regard to Ж Let q> be odd 
and let ф be the odd permutation of {l, 2, 3} defined by ^( l ) = 2, ^(2) = 1, ^(3) = 3. 
Then there exists an even permutation % of {1, 2, 3} such that cp = хФ- Let h, p e GH 
be mappings such that h(Kt) = #(K x ( i ) )and p(Kt) = h(KHi)) for i = 1, 2, 3, and 
h(K4) = p(K4) = g(K^. Then k Ä and hence peR#K We have f(Kt) = 
= flf(JCzW(l)]) = A ( ^ c 0 ) = p(Kt) for i = 1, 2, 3 and /(lC4) = p(K4). Therefore 
feR^1. Thu$,feRv R^1. 
4.7. Notation. Let R ^ GH be a relation and F Ç G a non-empty subset. The 
restriction of R onto F is denoted by R|F, i.e. # / F £ F 0 is the relation defined by 
R|F = R n FH. 
4.8. Theorem. Let R Ç GH be a relation with c a r d # ^ 3 and let Ж = {Kjt=j 
6 e a t-decomposition ofH. LetX £ G be a subsetfulfilling 0 < ca rdZ ^ cardK3 . 
Leř Я be cyclic with regard to Ж. IfR is complete with regard to Ж, then Rx,#|(G — 
— {x}) is complete with regard to Ж^г each element x e X. 
Proof. Let xeX be an element, let R be complete with regard to Ж and let 
fe(G — {х})н~Кз be a mapping with f(K±) фДі£ 2 ) - We are to find a mapping 
g є Rx,xr and a permutation cp of the set {l, 2} such that / ( i ^ ) = 9{K(p{i)) for i = 
= 1, 2 and Д& 4 ) = g(K4). Let /1 є Gff be a mapping such that h(K3) = X and 
ft(iC,.) = / (K,) for і = 1, 2, 4. Then fc(i^) Ф h(K2) Ф й(К3) Ф h{Kx\ Thus, by 4.6, 
й є R u jR^-1. Supposing h є R we h a v e / є K X i f , hence/(X;) = ^(Kç,c/))*for i = 1, 2 
and / ( ^ 4 ) = #(^4) are valid trivially for g = f and for the identity permutation cp 
of{ l , 2}. Assume h e R#1. Then there exists p e R such that h(K^ = K^2)> K^2) = 
= p(Ki)> h(KÒ ** P(KÒ f o r l = 3> 4- L e t <l e °Н~КЗ b e a capping fulfilling q(K-) = 
= p(Ki) for i = 1, 2,4. Then ^ є Кх>:зг and we have/ (Xi) = ^ 2 ) ' / ( ^ 2 ) = д(К±), 
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f(K4) = q(K4). Now, putting g = <? and <p(l) = 2, c>(2) = 1, we have f(Kt) = 
= ^(Хфі0) for i = 1, 2 and /(JK4) = flf(X4)- Therefore Rx^|(G - {x}) is complete 
with regard to Ж. 
4.9. Lemma. Let R, S s GH be relations with ca rdH ^ 3 and /ei Jf = {K,-}^, 
be a t-decomposition of H. Let S be regular with regard to Ж. If Rx,x — $x,x 
for any subset X Я Gfulfilling 0 < cardX g cardK3 , then R £ S. 
Proof. Let feR and let geGH~K be such that f(Kt) = #(K,) for i = 1, 2, 4. 
Putting X = f(K3) we have g є ^x,x- Thus a є Sx>jr and consequently there exists 
a mapping я є S such that h(K3) = X and n(i^) = #(i^) for i = 1, 2, 4. But now 
/ ( i ^ ) = n(Kf) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, h e n c e / є S because S is regular with regard to Ж. 
The inclusion K £ S is proved. 
4.10. Theorem. Let R c GH be a relation with card Я ^ 3 and /eí X = {К,}^=1 
Ье а t-decomposition of Я . Then 
(a) If Rx,yíí is areflexive (asymmetric, antisymmetric, atransitive) with regard 
to Ж for any subset X c G fulfilling 0 < cardX ^ cardK3 , i7ien K has the 
same property, however, with regard to Ж. 
(b) Let R be regular with regard to Ж. IfRx,$rïS reflexive (symmetric, transitive, 
complete) with regard to 3tfor any subsetX £ Gfulfilling 0 < cardX ^ card K3, 
then R has the same property, however, with regard to Ж. 
Proof. Except for completeness, the statement follows from 4.4 and 4.9. Thus, 
let Rx,ď be complete with regard to Ж. L e t / є GH be a mapping such th&tf(K^ Ф 
+ f(K2) ф Д К 3 ) * / ( X i ) . P u t X = / ( X 3 ) . Let p G M be a mapping fulfilling 
0 ( jQ =/( jKi)for i = 1,2,4. Then flf(Xi) ф g(K2) and therefore geRXt3t. Con­
sequently, there exists a mapping h e R such that h(K3) = X and h(Kt) = g(Kt) 
for i = 1, 2, 4. Now we have h(Kt) = /(jK,) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, h e n c e / є jR. Thus Ä 
is complete with regard to Ж. 
4.11. Theorem. Leř R c G/f be a relation with card Я ^ 3 and /ei j f = {X;}f=1 
be a t-decomposition of H. Let X £ G be a subset fulfilling 0 < cardX ^ card i£3. 
If 6 IS ^ l e reflexive (symmetric, transitive, regular) hull of R with regard to Ж, 
then Qx,x ï 5 the same hull ofRX)Jr> however, with regard to Ж. 
Proof. The statement results from 3.3 and 4.4. Let us only note that (R$)x,# = 
= (Rx,xrf% = &х,ж because Rx,% is regular with regard to Ж. 
4.12. Theorem. Let Q, R £ GH be relations with card Я ^ 3 and let Ж = {K;)f= t 
fee a t-decompositionof H. Let Q, R be regular with regard to Ж. If Qx,jr is the 
reflexive (symmetric, transitive) hull of RX)x with regard to cfc' for each subset 
X ç G fulfilling 0 < cardX ^ cardi^3 , then Q is the same hull of R, however, 
with regard to Ж. 
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of 3.3, 4.4 and 4.9. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Clearly, for binary relations the properties defined above (with regard to any one 
of the two b-decompositions of the index set H = {1, 2}) coincide with the well-
known ones (see e.g. [4]). Hence, the notions of tolerance, quasi-order, equivalence, 
order, and the well-known results concerning these notions can be extended in 
a natural way to relations in the general sense. 
Provided R s GH is a relation with card H ^ 3 and Ж is a i-decomposition of # , 
let R be called a cyclic order with regard to Ж ifjRis asymmetric, transitive and cyclic 
with regard to Ж. If, moreover, card G ^ 3 and R is complete with regard to Ж, 
then let R be called a complete cyclic order with regard to Ж. Because of 2.16, for 
ternary relations the notion of the (complete) cyclic order with regard to the i-
decomposition Jf = {{l},{2},{3},0} of the index set # = {1,2,3} coincides 
with the notion ofthe (complete) cyclic order from [2] and [3]. In [l] a cyclic order 
means a completecyclic order. Thus, the results presented in [ l ] , § 5, as well as those 
obtained by V. Novák in the series of papers dealing with cyclic orders and including 
[2] and [3], can be generalized to cyclic orders in the general sense defined above. 
In order that we might rightly consider the funamental investigations of relations 
in the general sense as complete, we have to define the relational systems and to 
study their morphisms. This will be done in another paper. 
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